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IBM and SIMULIA –
accelerating realistic
simulation
IBM – a well established platform
Highlights:
•

Best-in-class solutions for design,
simulation and product development

•

High performance processing platform
from the leader in clustered computing

•

A combined technology platform capable
of simulating extremely complex nonlinear
engineering scenarios.

IBM is uniquely positioned to deliver powerful high-performance
systems that meet scientific and technical computing needs. IBM
has been the leader in clustered high-performance computer systems for
many years and consistently dominates the TOP500 and Green500
list of the world’s most powerful and environmentally responsible
supercomputers. IBM has been the leading vendor in technology patents
for 18 years running, with more than 5,000 patents in a single year.
In addition, IBM’s scientific and technical teams excel at creating
targeted solutions and supporting customers through competency
centers, consulting services, workshops and other technical
support resources.

IBM Intelligent Cluster™ solutions
IBM Intelligent Cluster integrated solutions are built on the highly
innovative IBM System x® rack, BladeCenter® and iDataPlex®
High Performance Computing infrastructure. IBM works closely
with SIMULIA to incorporate and rigorously test the industry’s finest
components to uphold the high standards of the Intelligent Cluster.
IBM technology leadership is crucial to the performance,
maintainability, energy efficiency and reliability of the cluster.
Integrated within IBM Intelligent Cluster, IBM Platform HPC is a
single product with a unified set of management capabilities that make
it easy to harness the power and scalability of HPC clusters. It achieves
shorter time to system readiness and improved user productivity, as
well as optimal utilization and throughput of the infrastructure.
IBM HPC clustered solutions offer significant price/performance
advantages for Abaqus workloads by harnessing the advantages of
low-cost servers plus innovative, easily available, open source and
commercially available software. For example, the Intelligent Cluster
is an ideal solution for Abaqus technology, which supports high-speed
dynamic events such as consumer products drop-testing, automotive
crashworthiness and ballistic impact. An optimal balance of price/
performance is required for handling the HPC and businessperformance computing workloads typical of these environments.
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Partnering with SIMULIA to accelerate
realistic simulation
IBM has partnered with SIMULIA, the Dassault Systèmes
brand for realistic simulation, to provide proven computing
platforms that help their mutual customers accelerate the
analysis of real-world product performance.
SIMULIA’s Abaqus Unified FEA product suite offers
powerful and complete solutions for both routine and
sophisticated engineering problems covering a vast spectrum
of industrial applications. Each of these packages offers
additional optional modules that address specialized
capabilities some customers may need.

Users can simulate brief transient dynamic events such
as consumer electronics drop-testing, automotive
crashworthiness and ballistic impact with Abaqus. It
effectively handles severely nonlinear behavior such as
contact, making it very attractive for the simulation of
many quasi-static events, such as rolling of hot metal and
slow crushing of energy absorbing devices.
Abaqus provides advanced computational fluid dynamics
capabilities with extensive support for pre- and postprocessing
provided in Abaqus/CAE. These scalable parallel CFD
simulation capabilities address a broad range of nonlinear
coupled fluid-thermal and fluid-structural problems.

Partnered solutions

Abaqus allows you to quickly and efficiently create, edit,
monitor, diagnose and visualize advanced analyses. The
intuitive interface integrates modeling, analysis, job
management and results visualization in a consistent,
easy-to-use environment that is simple to learn for new users,
yet highly productive for experienced users. Abaqus/CAE
supports familiar interactive computer-aided engineering
concepts such as feature-based, parametric modeling,
interactive and scripted operation, and GUI customization.
It employs solution technology ideal for static and low-speed
dynamic events where highly accurate stress solutions are
critically important. Examples include sealing pressure in a
gasket joint, steady-state rolling of a tire, or crack propagation
in a composite airplane fuselage.

SIMULIA and IBM provide compelling value:
•• A worldwide cooperative support agreement that is also
backed by close collaboration in tuning the Abaqus
product suite for IBM platforms
•• A means to consolidate numerous tools into a single,
unified modeling and analysis environment
•• A hardware offering that addresses the needs of a wide
range of users, and provides unbeatable FEA performance
at an exceptional price.
Abaqus’s 64-bit architecture, combined with IBM’s Intelligent
Cluster solutions, provides the means to solve the largest
problems with reasonable turnaround times. Further, in a
heavily used environment, the combination of IBM System x
servers and Abaqus provide for superior throughput
performance. Together SIMULIA, IBM and their partners are
striving to provide best-in-class solutions for design, simulation
and product development.
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Recommended configurations

SIMULIA contacts

Memory, runtime, disk and I/O-requirements must be considered
in assessing an IBM platform for an Abaqus workload.

Visit: www.simulia.com/locations

Complex Abaqus/Standard and Abaqus/Explicit models benefit
from the I/O capabilities of an IBM 64-bit Intelligent Cluster
HPC solution. Actual memory requirements vary considerably
with problem type and physics (depending on element type,
mesh topology used, presence of contact and various other
factors). Benchmarking is the only accurate way to assess
memory requirements. A recommended IBM Intelligent
Cluster can be assembled from IBM System x3650 M3 building
blocks featuring 12 cores of Xeon 5600 series model X5690
running at 3.46GHz, 96 GB of memory and eight (15K RPM)
disks (striped) for scratch storage and two additional disks for
non-performance related storage. IBM Intelligent Cluster
solutions scale extremely well and are ideal for running Abaqus
jobs on multiple distributed processors.

Martin Feyereisen, Deep Computing Sales Specialist

A well-configured HPC system is critical to achieving
maximum performance with Abaqus/Standard. Users running
models with 500,000 to 2 million DOF should consider using
IBM System x3650 M3 servers with four to eight cores. With
such complex models, moving from a single core to eight cores
can increase simulation speed as much as five times and reduce
costs from 50 to 66 percent. Contact the IBM technical experts
for assistance to conduct an in depth ROI analysis.

	
  

IBM contacts
feyer@us.ibm.com

Hari Reddy, HPC Business Strategy & Enablement
hnreddy@us.ibm.com

To learn more about IBM in High Performance
Computing, contact your IBM sales rep or visit:
ibm.com/systems/technicalcomputing

Also visit: ibm.com/3ds
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